We propose Delegated Tuning and Forwarding (DTF), a new architecture for dynamically assigning wavelength channels in a \broadcast star" optical network. DTF exploits tunable components without making excessive demands on tuner agility by combining the tuning on demand of receivers with the forwarding of packets over a logical topology. We describe the control algorithms of DTF and prove some results establishing their stability and robustness. We show by simulation that DTF achieves lower hop-counts in conditions of lightto-moderate load than do DeBruijn graph networks. When a DTF network is saturated, the average number of hops in each path is only about 10% higher than the average for a DeBruijn graph network, suggesting that, even under high loads, the evolution of network topology under DTF is close to optimal.
1 Introduction \Delegated Tuning and Forwarding" (DTF) is a new architecture for a wavelength division multiple access (WDMA) network using tunable components. DTF combines two techniques for packet routing: tuning on demand of agile receivers, and forwarding of packets over a logical topology. By using both techniques in a continuously adaptive fashion, DTF can achieve better results than can be achieved using either technique in isolation 1, 4] or by using the two techniques without continuous adaptation 8]. DTF achieves lower hop-counts in conditions of light-to-moderate load than do schemes employing a xed multihop topology. It makes less stringent demands on tuner agility than do schemes using only tuning. Our purpose here is to provide su cient concrete detail to support the simulation and evaluation of DTF. We also report the results of simulating some key aspects of DTF's connection establishment, maintenance, and release protocols. Though some simplifying assumptions restrict the interpretation of these results, we may take them as promising. DTF has not yet been implemented.
While DTF is not a direct descendent of any other architecture, it drew inspiration from at least three sources. The use of broadcast to simplify high-speed control was inspired by PARIS 6] , which is also one of several architectures to make use (as does DTF) of source routing. Some ideas for using time division to organize the control channel came from DT- WDMA 4] . The immediate inspiration for examining a combined tuning and forwarding methodology was 8].
2 Background WDMA attempts to achieve reuse of a shared optical medium by having di erent stations transmit and receive on di erent wavelengths. One popular physical con gurations for WDMA is the broadcast star, employing architectures of the \broadcast and select" type 3]. In this con guration, every station's transmissions are optically broadcast to all other stations. Non-broadcast network connections are supported by having the appropriate transmitters and/or receivers select speci c wavelengths to support speci c connections.
Within \broadcast and select" methods, one may distinguish two subclasses. In the \tunable transmitter" subclass, transmitting stations select speci c receiving stations by transmitting on wavelengths assigned to those receivers. In the \ xed transmitter" subclass, each station transmits only on its assigned wavelengths and selection occurs by other means, as will be described.
The xed transmitter subclass becomes especially useful when there are at least as many wavelengths as transmitting stations. By having every station transmit on a unique wavelength, collisions are completely avoided. This property appears to be useful at metropolitan distances, where long latencies make recovery from collisions perform poorly. Thus, in designing DTF we chose the xed transmitter method, with the added assumption that at least one unique transmission channel can be assigned to each transmitting station.
While xed transmitter schemes with su cient channels avoid collision losses, there can still be losses due to \inattention" of receivers. In a typical network, a given station will need to be receptive to packets from many other stations, and packets from di erent destinations may arrive randomly interleaved in time. Consequently, the receiver resource must be managed to cover the set of wavelengths that a station is currently required to receive. There are essentially three solutions to the \receiver inattention" problem. N 2 receivers (N receivers at each of N stations) in the network to cover the worst case. As this solution scales so poorly, we did not consider it seriously. 2. Every station may be made ready to receive the channel belonging to any sender by tuning a single receiver across a range of actual wavelengths. A distributed protocol ensures that packets are sent only (or primarily) to ready receivers. A pure application of this solution is described in 4]. 3. Though each station sends and receives on a small subset of the channels, a logical topology of channels exists which connects every station to every other by some number of hops. This solution has been the basis of several proposed architectures 1, 7] . First, let us consider the single retunable receiver solution. In order to cover all possible incoming wavelengths while servicing multiple sources fairly, the single receiver must retune frequently, becoming unavailable for some interval during each retuning. These retuning delays could easily become the dominant source of latency.
In 4], this was not a serious factor because the analysis assumed extremely agile tuners (10 sec to change channels), and also propagation delays (250 sec stationto-station) typical of metropolitan distances. As a consequence, propagation delays dominated over retuning as a source of packet latency in that study. However, with a larger number of stations, slower tuners, and shorter distances, this ratio would be inverted and 4] would perform poorly.
Fast retuning speeds are achievable with newer technologies but complex tradeo s exist between the speed, channel coverage, price, and availability of these leadingedge components 9]. Nearer term practical experiments, such as 5], contemplate using tuners that are slow (taking hundreds of microseconds to retune) because they have good channel coverage at acceptable price. It is not clear what future devices will be like, but it seems reasonable that a three-way tradeo between tuning speed, channel coverage, and price may persist for some time. Thus, it is prudent to consider architectures that are not so dependent on tuner agility. Now let us consider the multihop routing solutions. These provide a regular logical topology (such as a perfect shu e) in which the number of hops between all pairs of stations is distributed \fairly" (assuming uniform tra c) and routing decisions are kept simple. Multihop methods have the advantage that they avoid latencies due to frequent retuning of receivers. These same methods, however, have the disadvantage that the topology, hence the number of hops and the distribution of sending and receiving bandwidth, bears no relationship to the actual application relationships between stations.
If the tra c is anything but perfectly uniform, some nonregular topology should outperform a regular one. Where there is heavy tra c, a direct path should be allocated. Where there is no tra c, no path is needed. A regular topology makes every path, no matter how frequently or infrequently it is used, endure the same number of hops, on average.
Recently it has been proposed to add a periodic retuning of components to the multihop WDMA network 8] so that the topology is more responsive to the actual tra c. This is an example of a hybrid scheme in which retuning and multihop routing are combined, opening the possibility of combining the best features of both. A problem with 8] is that retuning the network is regarded as a global event, involving the entire network at once. During retuning, the network may be arbitrarily disrupted until all receivers have reached their new wavelength assignments. Since retuning is disruptive, it can only be undertaken at relatively long intervals, and hence the adaptiveness of such a network may be limited. If retuning is to be combined with some degree of multihop routing, retuning should be fully integrated into the network control, so that it occurs at \good" times and its bene cial e ects are felt continuously and gradually. Opportunities to optimize the network globally may be sacri ced, but a continuous application of localized optimizations might be expected to do better, anyway, if the tra c patterns change frequently. DTF was partly inspired by 8] but attempts to do better. It is a hybrid architecture, employing both tuning and multihop routing. Unlike 8] , it completely integrates the retuning of receivers with events at the transport layer so that tuning is performed at what the transport layer deems to be \good times" (i. e., the start of a \packet burst"). Components are left tuned to the same channel for the duration of a packet burst, a duration largely controlled by the transport layer. When using multiple hops to avoid retuning, DTF makes use of connections that are already in place because of other packet bursts already in progress. This approach might plausibly be expected to outperform others when there is a high fraction of (virtual) circuit-based applications and/or large (multipacket) datagrams as opposed to small, isolated datagrams: that is, wherever packet bursts are likely to occur.
In the next section, we provide an outline of the DTF architecture, using informal arguments to establish its key desirable properties. One key property, the ability to recover from clots (de ned below), is discussed in section 4. Some of the discussion on clots requires formal proof which we present in appendix A. In section 5 we discuss a simulation study which establishes performance characteristics of DTF networks. In a nal section, we discuss the limitations of the present results and suggest future studies.
3 An Outline of the DTF Architecture
Hardware Elements
A DTF network consists of a variable number of stations connected to a passive optical star. Light signals are directed toward the hub are split there and propagated to all stations. By timing round trips of its own signals, a station can know its approximate propagation delay to or from the hub; this delay will have low variance. There is a (possibly replicated) clock signal source. Because they know their time delay from the hub, all stations can have a reasonably well-synchronized view of this clock.
One wavelength in the network is treated specially as a control channel, and each station has a transmitter and a receiver that are tuned to the control channel wavelength. Using the common clock, access to the control channel is regulated by time division, with each station owning one time slot. Since stations know their propagation delay to the hub, they can time their transmissions so that the ordering of time slots is correct at the hub, and each station will receive the time slots in the same order.
Each time slot is further divided into two phases. In the status phase, a station broadcasts complete information about its receivers' current state. In the request phase, a station makes requests to other stations to change their receivers' state. Absence of a stations' expected status phase can be used to detect that a station has failed or gone o ine.
Each station is also assigned one wavelength unique to it, and that wavelength becomes that station's data channel. Each station has one transmitter for its data channel. Data channels carry all the actual data packets.
Finally, each station has a modest number (at least two) of tunable receivers. All tunable receivers can tune to any data channel. There is no requirement that all stations have the same number of receivers (in some discussions we will assume a constant number of receivers per station for simplicity, but none of our results depends on this assumption).
We assume static assignment of time slots and data channel wavelengths to stations. Reassignment of free slots or wavelengths among stations that are currently o ine can be achieved with a straightforward protocol. We have not considered schemes in which this reassignment is performed dynamically between currently active stations, not believing such dynamic reassignment to be necessary.
Transport Layer Assumptions
DTF does not include transport functions per se, such as end-to-end reliability or ow control. However, DTF assumes a certain division of labor between itself and the layer just above it (which we will call the transport layer).
DTF assumes that the transport layer in each station can identify packet \bursts." A \burst" is a sequence of more than one packet to the same destination that are \closely enough" spaced in time to make it worthwhile to keep network resources allocated. DTF assumes the transport layer will notify it at the end of each such burst.
When a packet is to be transmitted and no \burst" is in progress, DTF does \start-of-burst" processing before sending the packet. Subsequent packets of the burst are processed using DTF's \in-burst" procedure. When the transport layer tells DTF that the burst is over, DTF performs \end-of-burst" processing. We describe startof-burst, in-burst, and end-of-burst processing in more detail later.
There are many ways the transport could identify bursts. For example, the packets of a large multipacket datagram might constitute a burst. Or, a packet burst might exist where a virtual circuit exists that has not been idle \recently." A more sophisticated transport service interface might permit the application to declare its own \end of burst" at what it deems to be good times.
DTF also employs a nontraditional division of labor between itself and the transport layer with regard to error recovery. Since DTF may deliver garbled packets, may discard packets due to congestion, or may deliver packets out of order, a transport layer must use traditional techniques to compensate for these errors. However, DTF itself attempts to eliminate \receiver inattention" as a cause of losses. It delays transmission of packets until its algorithms tell it that the packet \seems likely to arrive" based on what it knows about the state of the required receivers.
For reasons which will become clear, a DTF agent in a particular station may learn that packets recently transmitted to one or more other stations are unlikely to have been correctly delivered. DTF assumes that the transport layer can bene t from learning of this fact via a loss noti cation event, indicating that packets sent since the last transport level acknowledgment are in doubt. The transport layer may use this information to retransmit these packets promptly instead of waiting for timeouts.
As a further simpli cation, DTF also transmits all packets exactly once, relying on the transport layer, with the aid of loss noti cation events, to decide what should be retransmitted. Thus, DTF does not introduce duplication of packets as an additional source of errors.
Quick Overview
In this subsection we give a quick overview of DTF's basic methodology. In subsequent subsections we address some problems and clarify some ambiguities left open by the overview. We do not present the local data structures and state machines needed to implement an individual DTF agent e ciently. Some of these ner details may be found in 2].
Source Routing
Each data packet transmitted on a data channel is headed by a routing header containing a complete route to the destination. A routing header consists of a variable number of station addresses. The balance of the packet contains a source identi er and the data payload.
The rst station address in a routing header designates the station that should be next to process the packet. For all packets received by tunable receivers, this rst address is examined before the rest of the packet is considered. When the rst address is found not to match the present station's address, the packet is immediately discarded and no further steps are carried out. Otherwise, the station strips its station address from the routing header and considers the balance of the packet.
If no more addresses are left in the header, the packet is destined for \this" station and is delivered to the local transport layer. Otherwise (i. e., there are more addresses left in the routing header) the packet is retransmitted as soon as possible on the present station's data channel. Because an address has been stripped from the header, the next station in the route has been promoted to the beginning of the header and will be next to process the packet (assuming it is listening to the present station's data channel).
All of these steps can (and should) be carried out as e ciently as possible, without involving any table lookups. However, because the network does employ multiple hops, each station must have some bu er memory. Congestion is possible, and packets may be discarded if they cannot be queued.
The procedure just described should be familiar as a typical \source routing" scheme. The immediate inspiration for this technique as a means for eliminating processing steps in intermediate nodes was PARIS 6] , but the technique (with various motivations) has been used in other architectures. The use of source routing renders it unnecessary for each station to understand routes between arbitrary pairs of stations. Only the sources of packets need to know the correct route to the packet's destination.
The rest of the DTF architecture is concerned with making sure that the right receivers are tuned to the right data channels so that these source-routed data packets have a high probability of arriving at their destination.
Use of the Control Channel
A DTF network starts out with the receivers tuned to a random (or perhaps roughly regular) topology. No \packet bursts" are in progress, and all receivers are considered to be available for retuning. Each station repeatedly broadcasts the state of its own receivers in the status phase of its control channel time-slot, and listens to the control channel in order to know the state of all other receivers in the system. Each station copies the receiver state information of all other stations from the control channel to local memory; this forms a receiver state table (RST), which is a picture of the logical topology of the network at some point in the recent past. Because the control channel cycles through all stations in a xed time interval, no receiver state information in any station's RST can be any \staler" than that time interval. When a new station comes online, it can initially populate its RST in that time interval.
For the moment, let us say that the state of each receiver is represented by (1) which wavelength it is tuned to, and (2) whether it is available for retuning. In fact, somewhat more information is needed as will be discussed below.
Stations send requests to other stations in the request phase of their control channel time-slots, and they monitor all request phases looking for requests destined for them. In some cases, stations may also notice requests that are not destined for them if they a ect receivers in the system in whose state they are particularly interested.
More details on request processing is given below.
Start of Burst Processing
When start of burst is identi ed (see section 3.2), the sending DTF agent does not know the best route to the destination, so it proceeds to nd a shortest path 1 route, based solely on information in its RST.
1. If the destination station is already tuned to the source station directly, a one hop route already exists. 2. Otherwise, if the destination station has an available receiver, a one-hop route can be created by requesting the destination station to retune that receiver to the source station. 3. Otherwise, if any station to which the destination station is tuned is itself tuned to the source station, then a two-hop route already exists. 4. Otherwise, if any station to which the destination station is tuned has an available receiver, a two-hop route can be created by requesting that station to retune that receiver to the source station. This is \delegated tuning," which gives the architecture its name. 5. The previous two steps can be recursively extended to routes of three, four, etc.
hops by following the \tuned to" relation successively further away from the destination station on each iteration. The process will terminate in one of three conditions. (a) A route is found already to exist. (b) An available receiver is found that, if retuned to the source, would create the desired route (\delegated tuning"). (c) A clot is found. A clot is a subset of stations in the network such that all the tunable receivers in the clot are tuned to other stations in the clot. For example, with two tunable receivers per station, a clot exists if station A is tuned to stations B and C, station B is tuned to stations A and C, and station C is tuned to stations A and B. If a route already exists, steps are taken to preserve the current wavelengths of receivers along the route while the route is in use (see section 3.4). The DTF agent remembers the route and uses it for this and subsequent packets of the burst.
If a route can be formed by a single (possibly delegated) retuning, the station requests that this retuning be done, other parts of the route are \preserved" as in the previous case, and the route is remembered. It should be noted that at most one tuning is required to establish a new route.
If no route can be formed due to a clot, the clot is broken and a route formed at the same time by requesting that one of the stations in the clot retune to the present source. This preemptive retuning may disrupt some other routes which depend on the old tuning of the receiver in question. Other parts of the newly formed route are \preserved" as in the other two cases.
If retuning has been initiated, packet transmission to the destination is delayed just long enough so that the station that was asked to retune is likely to have completed retuning by the time the packet arrives there. Since the retuning receiver is always just one hop away, the time it takes a wavelength request to reach the station and the time it takes a data packet to reach the station are the same. Consequently, the amount by which packet transmission is delayed, measuring from the moment the wavelength request itself was sent, should slightly exceed the expected tuning delay itself. This aspect of the protocol resembles DT- WDMA 4] . It also means that the latency of the rst packet of a burst is one aspect of performance which does depend on tuner agility.
Because of time delay inherent in the control channel, the route may already be invalid at the moment it is calculated, or may become invalid before it can be formed because a request is already \in the pipe" from some other station to retune the apparently available receiver. Or, the route may become invalid later due to preemption in breaking a clot. It would induce unacceptable latency for a station to wait to make sure a route is valid before transmitting on it. Consequently, DTF transmits packets \optimistically" and noti es the transport layer after the fact when it learns these packets were unlikely to have been delivered.
When the network is lightly loaded, there are many available receivers and most routes which are formed by start of burst processing will consist of one hop. As the network becomes more heavily loaded, the hop counts tend to increase because more delegating and forwarding is being done to compensate for the absence of free receivers. As tra c patterns change, the topology changes accordingly, and takes advantage of freed receivers.
In Burst, End of Burst, and Route Invalidation
Compared to start of burst, other aspects of DTF processing are straightforward. If a packet is to be transmitted when the source DTF agent is already \in burst" to the destination, a computed route already exists. This route is simply reused.
When the transport layer indicates end of burst, messages are sent in the control channel request phase to indicate that receivers on which the source station was previously depending need no longer be preserved at their current wavelengths. The computed route which was being held for this packet burst is discarded.
When DTF notices that receivers upon which its routes were relying have failed or been retuned, it noti es the transport layer as has already been described. It also discards its computed routes which have been invalidated, so that all the a ected destinations are no longer \in burst." When a packet is later presented for transmission to any of these destinations, start of burst processing must be performed afresh.
Discussion
What has been presented so far is a reasonable subset of what actually occurs in a realistic DTF implementation. A naive implementation of what we have so far presented would result in some fraction of packets being correctly delivered, and the source DTF agent would generally know (from observing the control channel) when any routes on which it was depending have been disrupted. As mentioned, there is an interval (whose upper bound is the length of the control channel time slot cycle) between the moment of disruption and the moment the source station learns of the disruption. Packets transmitted during that interval may be lost and will have to be retransmitted. If such disruptions are too frequent, the e ciency of the scheme may be poor. Therefore, the remaining details of the DTF architecture are mostly concerned with minimizing the disruption of routes on which transmission sources are depending.
We have stated that routes upon which a source station depends can have their current wavelengths preserved for the duration of the packet burst. We show the mechanism for this in section 3.4.
We have tacitly assumed that requests for retuning are honored, but two stations can simultaneously request retuning of an available receiver, and both requests can't be honored. It is important that a refused source station learns of its rejection as soon as possible. We describe DTF's arbitration mechanism in section 3.5.
If routes can be preserved and the release from that preservation is explicit, lost or garbled release messages can result in receivers becoming \stuck" on an old wavelength, never becoming available. We deal with this problem in section 3.6.
As a consequence of the preservation of routes and the arbitration of requests, the requests which break clots must be distinguished from ordinary retuning requests. Otherwise, the arbitration scheme could cause them to be rejected. The reasons for this, and the message prioritization scheme necessary to x it, are developed in section 3.7.
No matter how well we do with other parts of the architecture, we know that some routes must be disrupted, because clots must sometimes be broken. We establish useful results which bound the disruption caused by clot breaking in section 4. We discuss the frequency of clot formation along with other simulation results in section 5.
Establishing and Preserving Routes
In order to correctly preserve routes upon which various sources depend, DTF maintains a usage count as part of each receiver's state information. A receiver whose usage count is zero is \available" and any usage count greater than zero renders it unavailable.
A wavelength request message, sent in the source station's request phase on the control channel, names a receiver at some other station and speci es a desired wavelength for that receiver. If honored, this message results in the receiver's usage count being incremented and in its being tuned to the desired wavelength.
A wavelength request message will always be honored if the usage count of the receiver is zero at the moment of its arrival. In this case (only), if the desired wavelength is di erent than the current wavelength, actual retuning of the receiver is initiated. A wavelength request message will also be honored if the new wavelength value matches the current wavelength, no matter what the old usage count was. No retuning is actually done in this case, of course.
In every new route discovered during start of burst processing (see section 3.3.3), there is at most one receiver whose usage count is zero; the others are \already tuned" (usage count exceeds zero). However, wavelength request messages are sent for all receivers on which the route depends. Thus, the usage counts of all such receivers are incremented even though only one is actually retuned.
The reason why a count is required, rather than a simple ag, becomes apparent when we consider the problem of route release. When a route is released at end of burst (or when a station discovers that a route has been partially invalidated due to failure or preemption of a receiver), it sends wavelength release messages for all receivers remaining in the route. These messages have the e ect of decrementing the usage counts. A receiver only becomes available for retuning when its count returns to zero.
Arbitration of Competing Requests
The arbitration of competing wavelength requests occurs \for free" as a consequence of the time-divided control channel and DTF's route preservation scheme. The timedivided control channel prevents simultaneous arrival of requests. The rst request to arrive increments the receiver's usage count, causing subsequent requests to be ignored.
Earliest possible noti cation that a station has lost this arbitration is desirable even though DTF transmits packets before learning whether a route is valid. Early noti cation shortens the time during which packet arrival is in doubt and permits retransmission to be guided by something other than a timeout. Since DTF may delay packet transmission in order to improve the likelihood of arrival, it is even possible in some cases that early noti cation of arbitration loss would result in a new route being calculated before the packet is actually sent.
Early noti cation that a station has lost an arbitration can be achieved by exploiting the fact that all stations see control channel phases returning from the hub in the same order. The station initiating a wavelength request observes the same sequence of events as the station executing the request (although not necessarily simultaneously), and can predict the executing station's actions. From the moment a station \decides" to retune a remote receiver, the station observes all other stations' request phases, looking for wavelength requests directed at the desired receiver. At some point, the station is permitted to send its own request, and at some later point the station observes its own request returning from the hub. If any requests from other stations have been observed during this interval, the station will know it has lost the arbitration, even though it has not yet seen the next status from the a ected receiver.
Recovery of Available Receivers
Usage counts are insu cient to assure that available receivers are returned to service. A station responsible for incrementing a usage count may fail before sending the wavelength release message which decrements the count.
To guard against this error, each station maintains responsibility lists of the stations causing each increment in the usage count of each of its own receivers. Failure of a station is quickly detected when its status phase is omitted, 2 and all stations undertake to purge failed stations from their responsibility lists, decrementing usage counts accordingly. Usage counts only, and not responsibility lists, are broadcast as receiver status on the control channel. Responsibility for list maintenance and recovery of each receiver is thus localized in the station owning the receiver.
A more subtle problem is that of lost wavelength release messages. To bound the e ects of random bit errors, the control channel uses a CRC to convert bit errors into loss errors. Restabilization after most control channel losses is straightforward, but, if wavelength release messages are lost, receivers are not recovered. To guard against this problem, we require wavelength renewal messages to be sent periodically by stations which need to remain in another station's responsibility list for longer than a threshold period. Thus, we do not rely solely on wavelength release messages; omission of some number of wavelength renewal messages is an equivalent, though slower, way to release a receiver.
Preemptive Wavelength Requests
Clots may form, and, if a station outside the clot wants to send to a station in the clot, a clot must be broken. This can only be done by retuning some receiver, even though other stations depend on that receiver (as re ected in its non-zero usage count). The usage-count-based arbitration scheme presented in section 3.5 would preclude this unless we de ned a preemptive variant of the wavelength request message which was exempt from the scheme.
Processing of a preemptive wavelength request will always initiate retuning and will unconditionally set the usage count of the receiver to one, purging the old responsibility list and making the requesting station the sole occupant of the new responsibility list. This, of course, invalidates some routes to stations in the clot, on which various stations in the network may depend. In section 4 and appendix A we will show that disruption due to route invalidation when clots are broken can be minimized, in a sense to be de ned, when the clot-breaking receiver is correctly chosen.
However, if two stations simultaneously decide to retune the same receiver preemptively, only one should succeed. The rst request to be processed will change the logical topology surrounding the clot; either it will remove the clot, or the requesting station will become part of the clot. A second request, if processed blindly as a preemptive request, will no longer be based on correct assumptions and will achieve a suboptimal result. This can be avoided by rejecting the second request and letting the second station reanalyze the network. In other words: preemptive requests themselves need to be arbitrated. Simply exempting preemptive requests from the arbitration scheme used for normal requests is not a su cient answer.
A property of any arbitration scheme we might select is that the processing of any request is \remembered" for some period during which other requests are then rejected. For normal requests, this period ends when the usage count returns to zero. For preemptive requests, the period ends when all stations in the network have had an opportunity to learn of the preemptive request which succeeded.
Arbitration of both normal and preemptive wavelength requests, with all the stated properties, is accomplished by the following scheme.
Receiver status is augmented to include a \current priority level," and the wavelength request message is augmented to include a \new priority level." Both are (conceptually) non-decreasing integers. To send a normal wavelength request, a station sets the new priority in the request equal to (what it believes to be) the current priority. To send a preemptive request, a station sets the new priority in the wavelength request to one greater than the current priority.
If the new priority in a received message equals the current priority, the request is treated as normal. If the new priority exceeds the received message by exactly one, the request is treated as preemptive. Otherwise, the request is ignored. When a preemptive request is honored, the current priority is set equal to the new priority; in all other cases, the current priority remains unchanged.
In practice, it is impossible and unnecessary for the priority level to increase inde nitely. Instead, we use a small number of bits k for both priority levels, and a priority is incremented modulo 2 k . For example, with k = 1, each priority level would be a single bit which alternates between 0 and 1. The correct value for k is related to the ratio between the shortest and longest times that it can take for control information to propagate between two stations. If k is too small, wrapping of the value can create ambiguities. By an analysis presented in 2] it can be shown that k = 1 is unsafe and k = 2 is safe.
Concerning Clots
In section 3.3.3 we de ned clots, and in section 3.7 we described the mechanics (preemptive requests) by which clots are broken. Clearly, \breaking a clot" is a potential source of route disruption, and we need some characterization of how much disruption will occur. In section 5 we present simulation results showing that the frequency of clot-breaking events can be made very low by assigning at least three receivers to each station. In this section, we show how to minimize the disruption caused by each clot-breaking event.
In fact, the term \breaking a clot," which we have been using informally, is somewhat imprecise. We only encounter clots when we try to nd route for a new packet burst; hence we will use the more precise term breaking a clot for a destination in this section. By this we mean freeing one receiver in such a way that a path from a new origin station to a particular destination station can be found using the newly freed receiver.
In appendix A we give a formal de nition of a clot and de ne a strongly connected subclot to be a clot in which each station within the clot can talk to other stations within the clot. We also de ne breaking a clot for a destination with minimal disruption as meaning that all the routes that are disrupted by breaking the clot can be immediately replaced by other routes without requiring any retuning of receivers. In other words, minimal disruption means that the connectivity of the network is not reduced.
We prove in appendix A that clots can be broken with minimal disruption. We do this by rst showing that a strongly connected subclot can have an edge removed with minimal disruption, then showing that all clots must contain at least one strongly connected subclot, and nally showing that every vertex in a clot can be reached from a vertex in a strongly connected subclot. The reader is referred to appnedix A for the details.
The proof given in appendix A does not actually give an algorithm to break a clot with minimal disruption. We present a clot breaking algorithm next.
Selecting a Clot-breaking receiver
We establish in appendix A that a clot can be broken with \minimal" disruption. We need an algorithm that can do two things. First, it should be able to detect a clot. In other words, it can ascertain during the route discovery that the destination cannot be reached without breaking a clot. Second, the algorithm can select a receiver to be retuned that will break the clot with minimal disruption.
We should remember that the route discovery process for a number of packet bursts may be taking place simultaneously and two or more sources may wish to reach destinations within the same clot. The discussion in appendix A guarantees that a clot can be broken for one destination with minimal disruption. The guarantee of minimal disruption does not extend to the case when the clot may need to be broken for more than one destination.
We need to ensure that if the same clot is discovered independently by di erent sources trying to reach two or more destinations in that clot, the receivers selected for retuning by each source is such that the minimal disruption property holds even when all receivers are retuned. If a separate clot breaking receiver for each route discovery cannot be guaranteed without violating the minimal disruption property, the clot breaking algorithm must ensure that all such e orts to break the clot result in an attempt to retune the same receiver. The priority mechanism discussed in subsection 3.7 guarantees that if two stations try to break the clot at the same time by retuning the same receiver, exactly one will succeed, and the second will learn, by means already described, that it must try again. Hence, it will guarantee that the minimal disruption criterion is never violated in the process of breaking a clot.
Detecting a clot simply requires remembering which stations have already been visited during route discovery. Conceptually, route discovery constructs a tree with the destination station at the root, and arcs signifying the \tuned to" relation. We will call this the \tuned-to tree" (TTT). The algorithm used for constructing TTT depends upon the routing algorithm. For example, for shortest path routing, the TTT is constructed using the breadth rst search algorithm. The TTT construction terminates when the source station is encountered or a free receiver is encountered. We simply add the condition that the construction also stops when every leaf node also appears in the tree as a non-leaf node at least once. When TTT construction terminates in this third condition, we have a clot.
The following algorithm solves the problem of ensuring the minimal disruption property even when the same clot is detected while nding paths to two or more destinations. The algorithm simply selects the station with the smallest address which can free up a receiver. If that station has more than one receiver which it can free, it selects the one with the lower index.
Algorithm to Select a Clot-Breaking Receiver. To nd a path for a new packet burst, a source should execute the following algorithm. Several such executions may, of course, occur in parallel.
1. Build the TTT for the destination to detect the clot. If a clot is discovered, then all the stations in the destination's TTT form a clot. 2. Order all the stations in the clot according to their station identi cation numbers in increasing order and put them in a list L. Let current station be the rst element of L. 3. Build the TTT with current station at the root. 4. Remove one of the children of current station from the TTT and prune that part of the tree. Children are selected in some deterministic order, for example, the index numbers of the receivers in the parent which are tuned to them. 5. If the child station appears in the pruned TTT, the link from the child station to the current station is redundant. We have found the clot-breaking receiver and the algorithm terminates. 6. If the child station does not appear in the pruned tree, pick another child station which wasn't picked before and go back to step 4. If all the children have been picked before, then assign the next element of L to current station and go back to step 3. It is easy to see that if the clot is detected by only one route discovery algorithm, the clot breaking algorithm will specify a receiver to be retuned that will break the clot for the given destination with minimal disruption. It is also easy to see that if two origin stations attempt to break a clot to reach the same destinations, they will discover the same clot and hence will request the retuning of the same receiver. We know that in this case only one of them will succeed.
Let us see what happens when the clot breaking algorithm is executed by two route discovery processes trying to reach two di erent destinations in the same clot. Suppose, a and b are the two destination stations for which the clot needs to be broken. Suppose that the clot breaking algorithm is executed simultaneously to reach these two destinations. There can be three possible situations.
1. Suppose a appears in b's TTT and b appears in a's TTT. In this case, the same set of stations appear in both TTT's and hence the clot breaking algorithm starts with the same list L. Hence, they will select the same receiver to break the clot. We know that in this case, only one will succeed and hence the minimal disruption property holds in the clot breaking process. 2. Suppose a does not appear in b's TTT and b does not appear in a's TTT. In this case, the clots discovered by the route discovery algorithms are e ectively two di erent clots. They may be two subclots of a bigger clot but as far as the execution of the clot breaking algorithm is concerned, they can be seen as two di erent clots and hence both clots can be broken, without a ecting the other clot, with minimal disruption. A receiver that breaks the clot for a also breaks the clot for b. Let R a be the receiver picked for retuning by the execution trying to reach a and R b be the receiver picked for retuning by the execution trying to reach b. We will look at the following two cases:
(a) Suppose, R b belongs to a receiver in L a . Then R b = R a . This is because, the algorithm trying to reach b examines the receivers of the stations in L a in the same order as they were examined by the algorithm trying to reach a and hence the two executions of the algorithm must reach the same decision. In this case, both will try to retune the same receiver and hence only one will succeed. This ensures that the clot breaking will be done with minimal disruption. If the clot is detected by more than two route discovery algorithms at the same time, the situation can be analyzed by looking at the destinations pairwise. The situations discussed above can be combined to show that no matter how many di erent origin stations are trying to break a clot simultaneously, the minimal disruption criterion is never violated. This shows that the clot breaking algorithm described here always ensures that clots are broken with minimal disruption.
Simulation
A particular implementation of DTF was simulated to measure the characteristics of the topology that evolves under various conditions. The only property of interest was the average number of hops per path. It was assumed that the link capacity is in nite. The discussion of comparison between two topologies is based only upon the average number of hops per path in the network.
Since the network topology at any time depends upon the history, we expect DTF to con gure the network in a sub-optimal topology for high load. For light load we expect DTF to con gure the network in a better topology than any xed topology unless the tra c pattern is deterministic. The aim of the simulation was to compare the topology given by DTF with a good topology. The DeBruijn graph topology was chosen as a good xed topology. Some previous work 10] has shown that the DeBruijn network does have properties which make it close to the optimum in some sense.
The simulation model is discussed in Section 5.1 and Section 5.2 presents and discusses the results from the simulation.
Simulation Model
The simulation was done for a network with N stations and p receivers per station. The arrival of new packet bursts is a Poisson process with rate . A new arrival is equally likely to be between all possible N(N ? 1) origin destination pairs. This probability is una ected by the number of packet bursts already in the system. The length of time that a packet burst stays in the system before it departs is an exponentially distributed random variable with mean 1= . The amount of time a packet burst spends in the system is independent of other packet bursts and the state of the system.
If there is an existing packet burst from the origin to the destination of the newly arrived packet burst, the new packet burst uses the same path. Otherwise, the algorithm looks for the shortest path. Between two paths of the same length, the path that requires no new tuning is chosen. Ties are broken arbitrarily. When a new packet burst cannot be routed because its destination belongs to a clot, the clot containing the destination is broken using the algorithm discussed in subsection 4.1. Once the clot-breaking receiver(s) are identi ed, all the packet bursts using these receivers are rerouted. The rerouting is done on the shortest paths that do not require any new tuning and do not use any of the clot-breaking receivers. As shown in section 4, such paths always exist. At this point the destination of the new packet burst is no longer in a clot and the shortest path algorithm is used again to route the new packet burst.
Simulation Results
Five di erent sets of values of N and p were chosen for simulation studies. In four out of the ve cases, the topology of the network can be con gured as a DeBruijn graph. This was done to compare the topology generated by DTF with the DeBruijn graph topology.
In gure 1, the average number of active paths vs. average number of hops for each path is plotted for a network with N = 27 and p = 2. Figures 2 through 5 show the same plots for networks with N = 8 and p = 2, N = 27 and p = 3, N = 16 and p = 4, and N = 125 and p = 5, respectively. As can be seen from each of these plots, the average number of hops in each path is 1 at very light loads. In gures 2 through 5, the average number of hops for a DeBruijn graph is also plotted. It is intuitively satisfying to note that the average number of hops for DTF is much smaller compared to the DeBruijn graph network when the network is lightly loaded. As the load increases, the DTF is forced to use paths that are longer. It can be seen that when all possible origin destination pairs are active, the average number of hops in each path is only about 10% higher than the average number of hops for a DeBruijn graph network. This suggests that even for high loads, the evolution of network topology under DTF is close to optimal.
It should be noted that gures 1 through 5 show the number of active paths (rather than the number of active packet bursts) on the horizontal axis. We investigated the correlation between these two measures, and found it to be so high that the results would not be signi cantly a ected had we made the opposite choice. As one would expect, the average number of packet bursts per path increases as the network load increases.
Although the topology that evolves in DTF is very good compared to the DeBruijn network, the strength of DTF comes from its adaptability. Given any particular statistical tra c pattern, it is possible to design a static topology that is optimum or near-optimum. In comparison, the DTF topology is likely to be sub-optimal for the given tra c patterns under heavy load. But if the tra c pattern is likely to change from time to time in a random fashion, DTF is likely to give good performance at all times while any static topology will be unable to do so. This property is particularly valuable if no information about the tra c pattern distribution is available.
Frequency of Clot-Breaking Events
The breaking of clots is the most disruptive single class of events in a DTF network. While we have proved that stations whose routes are disrupted by clot breaking can recover instantly once they learn of the disruption, there is still a period of packet loss before they learn of the disruption. This loss must be corrected by retransmission, leading to a loss of e ciency. Thus, we wanted to know how frequently clots would need to be broken in our ve chosen networks.
We found that, as the number of receivers per station (p) increases above two, clot-breaking events become exceedingly rare. For N = 125, p = 5, for example, we observed no clot-breaking events whatsoever in 500,000 start of burst events across all di erent levels of load. For N = 16, p = 4, we observed a total of two clot-breaking events for the same 500,000 event sample size.
Even with smaller p, clots are not encountered when the network load is su ciently light, nor are they encountered at high loads approaching saturation, since, in that case, most new packet bursts simply reuse an existing path. With N = 8, p = 2, the mean clot-breaking rate peaks at 26 clot-breaking events per 10,000 start of burst events when there are an average of 20 packet bursts in progress in the system. With N = 27, p = 2, the peak rate of 37 clot-breaking events per 10,000 start of burst events occurs at an average packet burst load of 50. With N = 27, p = 3, the much lower peak rate of 2 clot-breaking events per 10,000 start of burst events is achieved at a loading of 90 packet bursts. In all three cases, the clot-breaking rate falls o as the load either increases or decreases from the peak.
From these results we believe it is fair to characterize clot-breaking as a rare event as long as three or more receivers are allocated per station.
Conclusions and Future Directions
We have described DTF and some preliminary results of simulating it. The preliminary simulation results suggest that DTF is a viable architecture. It will deliver packets in fewer hops than planned regular topologies are able to do under all but very heavy loading conditions. Although it incurs tuning delays, it does so a smaller percentage of the time than do schemes which rely solely on tuner agility to achieve receiver selectivity, and hence could perform acceptably using slower tuners. It does make some nonstandard assumptions concerning the interface between the network and transport layers which are, however, reasonable in terms of typical transport requirements.
The greatest limitation of the results so far is the absence of information concerning the e ects of congestion in the network. In one sense this can be remedied by performing a more sophisticated simulation, but in a deeper sense it is the architecture itself which needs to be enhanced. Currently, the route discovery algorithm described in section 3.3.3 is oriented toward selecting the route with the fewest hops. More properly, route discovery should be oriented toward selecting routes with adequate capacity. Future work should be oriented toward extending the architecture in this direction.
A Breaking a Clot with Minimal Disruption
Let us consider the network as a directed graph. The stations of the network are the vertices of the graph and there is a directed edge (arc) from vertex a to vertex b if and only if a receiver at station b is tuned to a transmitter at station a. Let p be the number of receivers per station, which is also the in-degree of each vertex in the graph.
Let us de ne a clot in terms of this directed graph. It should be easy to see that a self-loop indicating a receiver at a station tuned to its own transmitter is not allowed in this graph. Similarly there can be at most one arc from any vertex to any other vertex indicating that two receivers at a station are not allowed to tune to the same transmitter. Of course, there can be another arc between the two vertices in the opposite direction. A clot in this graph can be de ned as following. It is easy to see that existence of a path from vertex e to vertex f after the removal of the arc is a necessary and su cient condition for minimal disruption. We will use this condition of minimal disruption in proving the following theorem.
encounter them in the walk. If the total number of vertices in G s is N s , then a walk from vertex 1 to vertex N s in which vertex N s is visited only once, followed by a path from vertex N s to vertex 1 completes the circuit. This means that we can nish the spanning circuit without having to visit vertex N s more than once. Since the number of arcs incident on vertex N s is p 2, there is at least one arc incident on vertex N s which was not used in the spanning circuit. We can remove this arc and be sure that the graph is still strongly connected since a directed graph which contains a spanning circuit is strongly connected. This proves the lemma.
Corollary A.3 Let C be a clot and C s C be a strongly connected subclot of C. Suppose we want to break clot C for vertex d Lemma A.4 Let G be a directed graph and a and b be two vertices in G such that there is no directed path from a to b, then there exists a cutset S disconnecting G into two subgraphs G 1 and G 2 , with a in G 1 and b in G 2 , and all the arcs in S being directed from a vertex in G 2 to a vertex in G 1 .
Proof. Let V a be the set of all the vertices to which a directed path from a exists in G. There can be no arcs originating from a vertex in V a and ending in a vertex outside V a because that will establish a path from a to a vertex outside V a . Now let us look at the set of all the arcs that are incident on the vertices in V a and originate from the vertices outside V a . This set of arcs constitute the cutset S satisfying all the properties stated in the lemma.
Lemma A.5 In every clot there exists at least one strongly connected subclot.
Proof. Let C be a clot. If graph G generated by the vertices in C and all the arcs among them is strongly connected, then C itself is a strongly connected subclot.
If not, we can nd two vertices a and b in C such that there is no directed path from a to b. From lemma A.4, we can nd a cutset S such that it disconnects G into two subgraphs G 1 and G 2 such that all the arcs in S are directed from G 2 to G 1 . 
